
BRAND REDEFINE



Evolving Guest
Strategic Guest

Digitally connected
families who love
to shop and demand
great value.

Today’s families are
comprised of mom
and dad, two dads,
two moms, single
parents and even
couples without kids.

Instead of “she,”
our guests have
become “they”, and
the entire family 
now



Guest Identity
Demanding Enthusiast
Positive
Brands for Target are optimistic. They project a like-minded and 
positive ‘I can do it’ attitude.

Beliefs:
 Everyday should be special
 I can get to where I want to go, even if I have never 
 done it before
 Tomorrow with better than today
 Treating myself to something new or small indulgences  
 is an important part of life

Experiential
Brands for Target engage the guest in a shopping experience that 
mixes things up and is spontaneous

Beliefs:
 I like to shop in a nice clean store and brand I like are a    
 reflection of a simple, clean and modern aesthetic
 I like to try new things and brands should be fun and   
 spontaneous
 I’m a creative person

 
 

Multi-cultural and digitally involved
Brands for Target attract a curious and worldly guest who puts a 
premium on social connections and experiences

Beliefs:
 
 Constantly connected, evaluating their own influences   
 and actively influencing others.
 I may not be a fan central customer, but a person 
 defined by multiple interests,  sports and cultures
 I like brands that don’t feed into stereotypes; rather     
 they honor the diversity I represent
  

Savvy
Target attracts a savvy shopper. They are not wasteful or 
price-obsessed, but are aware of value and the impact their decisions 
make.

Beliefs:
 The brands I purchase resonate with my value equation
 When I find a good deal, I feel like I won something
 I’ll splurge because it’s part of a balanced life. Especially if it’s 
 for my family.
 My family and me want to enjoy ourselves without having 
 to worry about quality



“A brand is a set of expectations, memories, 
stories and relationships that, taken together, 
account for a consumer’s decision to choose one 
product over another.” - Seth Godin

WHAT IS A BRAND



PROPEL

PROPEL is an energy that never stops giving. The Target 
guest is able to achieve their full potential with PROPEL.

Pantone
283 U

Pantone
299 U

Pantone
3005 U

PROPEL is a active brand to keep the guest moving. It’s 
provides quality and value guest come to expect at 
Target while touching on the desire to try something new.









Pantone
394 C

Pantone
715 C

Pantone
771 C

FLOW FLOW is a active brand to keep the guest moving. It’s 
provides quality and value guest come to expect at 
Target while touching on the desire to try something new.

FLOW is an energy that never stops giving. The Target 
guest is able to achieve their full potential with FLOW.









INERTIA

Pantone
359 C

Pantone
7699 C

Pantone
7699 C

Pantone
446 C

Pantone
7689 C

Pantone
1795 C

INERTIA is a active brand to keep the guest moving. It’s 
provides quality and value guest come to expect at 
Target while touching on the desire to try something new.

INERTIA is an energy that never stops giving. The Target 
guest is able to achieve their full potential with INERTIA.











SWIFT

Pantone
Black C

Pantone
7621 C

White
True White

SWIFT is a active brand to keep the guest moving. It’s 
provides quality and value guest come to expect at 
Target while touching on the desire to try something new.

SWIFT is an energy that never stops giving. The Target 
guest is able to achieve their full potential with SWIFT.








